
“Let me,
 O let me bathe my soul in colours; 
let me swallow the sunset 
and drink the rainbow.” 
 Khalil Gibran



Preface 

Cherry blossom outside my window, that freshly pinkish petals 

decorated my view. Basking in the sunlight, and quickly the raindrops 

arrived to stoke, before bringing them to strew the bricks of gardens. 

How ephemeral and incessant is my flashback? 

 

Hometown by this time shall have flourished. Willows and peach 

blossom are companions of the causeway, a contrast between greenish 

affection and reddish bashfulness. But I cannot retrieve some of the 

dearest, drifting in reminiscence, appearing in the most colourful 

dreams, as aching sweetness. So murky and so transparent, as is the 

reflection of pagoda, carrying the witness from the very start till the 

very end to the very start. We have all been through these, at some 

points, embedded in colourfulness. 

 

So we share with readers that something might have been lost; we 

also write that there are many yet to gain. Just as the colour 

continuously alternates, but never actually fades away. The days are 

now getting longer, and let us bring up this collection of poems, proses 

and photographs, onto the terrace, with an envelope of iridescent 

sunrise. 

 

 

 

Editor-in-chief 

15
th
 March 2019 
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Shadow Artist 
By Weronika Brzezinska 

 

Who paints the walls in art museums? 

 

Aquamarine, green, benzene, 

my colour palette ranges 

from white to black, rages 

behind their back, stages 

the works of art in London’s greatest galleries. 

 

I am a shadow artist. 

Much I work. Watch my work. 

Touch my work. 

I am everywhere, on every wall, 

walk past me in every hall, 

long-lasting, I am all. 

 

I am a canvas of fingerprints. 

 

I don’t have a name 

a vagabond who came 

from the east to colour your intestine, 

will you show me yours, if I show you mine? 

The gallery says yes. 

 

I am her eternal guest. 

 

Sometimes they close 

the doors of those 

halls where I am lurking. 

You can’t see me, no one knows, 

or the magic will stop working. 

 

I am the glue beneath the wallpaper. 
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Under the stellar copula, 

in an empty museum 

like a Sunday calm and quaint, 

I spread my canvas on the ceiling 

and I paint. 

 

I am an architect of the skies. 

 

So when you come tomorrow morning 

on every photo that you take 

you will see above Picasso 

the silent statement that I make. 

Paint, heart: wallflower art. 

It’s almost more like art then art. 

 

I am an old man and a ladder. 

  

Before I stopped naming poems 
each stanza was a photograph 
a second of electric time 

unfading – sounds unfurling –  
I’d mix in the tongues and hear  

the space between planets linger

and burn ear drums to black. 
 

If this poem is a colour 
it is the dark of the wakeless sky

the unlit jet holding back 

warmth and waves 
just as “you glow with mi

is held fettered behind teeth  
in a trembling unnamed verse.

[Midnight blue]
By Jennie Howitt
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Farewell 
By Prashant Garg 

 

never do i not wish to dance 

dancing breathlessly  

never do I see your hair fall 

holding my heart in ribs 

even when you’re away I feel 

slowly with you 

chest to chest. 

on your forehead like that 

like chicken on bones 

I feel I see you black on red. 

      
last year i collected confidence  
my feet clamped each step 

these visions of you now 

& melodious breezes,  

in each firm footstep 

in a brief hesitation. 

with their colourless residues, 

they appear before my steps, 

 
asking me to step over their tender pathways, 
Melancholic, I walk, stepping outside into the brief rain,  
the movement of weather changes my mood. 

 
i know we parted mutually, my arms resting on your thigh, 
i knew it was the last time i would touch you, 
i haven’t seen you since my dear. 

 

a week passed 

i felt my whole body, 

one work of master dress. 

i walked pass those japanese gardens where you cried 

and my whole mind overlying each organ-in 

it’s the opposite of blanking-out, a reverse-passing-out: 

 
A month later, any colour left lost its saturation, dissolving into a sweet memory. 

Farewell. 
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without name 
By Jennie Howitt 

 

They gave me many names: 

Jennie, Phoebe, Kylie, Lauren, Daisy, 

Maria, Jessica, mine: 
names whispered in my ear between sheets, 

shouted from table tops under neon lights, 

I painted them under bridges, under skin, 

I hang my names with my laundry 

pegged from the gelid breeze, 

 

with names in the cloakroom of the club’s red dim  

Pygmalion saw me and taught me to dance 

i am all body all existence  

all label all spotlight  

call me your local 

call me woohoo girl yes girl look at me yes 

and everyone loves me but nobody knows me 

 

the heart has no colour, it beats black and white, 

call me the sound between heartbeats 

the pause after pulse, 

and don’t call me yours, 

for i am as nameless as breath  
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roygbiv: a series of haikus 
By Felicia Hu 

 

Red 

Drops of water run 

Down the rose petal pulling 

It downwards, gleaming 

 

       Orange 

       A burst of heat like 

       The brightest smile or the most 

       Tangy citrus fruit 

 

              Yellow 

              Blinding, burning the 

              Eyes that blink against the world 

              Turned towards the sky 

 

                Green 

             The calm breeze rustles 

             Through the flickering leaves and 

             Brush against your cheek 

 

                  Blue 

                  The waves do not cease 

                  To crash into the sharp rocks 

                  Crushing them to sand 

 

                       Indigo 

                       The starless inky 

                       Night sky and the bottom of 

                       The sea are sisters 

 

                           Violet 

                           So bright so loud so 

                           Much that it looks like the touch 

                           of Iris herself  
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On the fragility of sunlight 
By Sam Huddlestone 

 

Like a crack in an ancient wall, 

There is a border line, 

A one-eye-closed window. 
 
Snaking, encircling, the wall is vast 

And yet a crack corrupts, 

Splitting the wall at the midway point. 
 
It is a mere hairline fracture; 

A feature not immediately obvious, 

Even up close. 
 
But in the evening, 

When the sun is low,  

The light breaks through 
 
And casts a rope of yellow, 

A projection of glimmering thread 

Onto the inside of the opposite wall. 
 
Eventually, when the sun is level 

With the fracture on both sides, 

A brittle plane of horizontal light, 
 
Millimeters in thickness and 

Vulnerable to the slightest change 

In the sunlight’s angle, forms. 
 
Rather indiscriminately, the  

Infernal clockwork of the sun’s 

Pattern holds, and the plane is 
 
Broken at one end, 

Only to be restored again  

Twice tomorrow. 
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Kaleidoscope of Transitions 
By Navsheen Kaur 

 
The past three years of my life  

have been the most educational 

from an amateur teenager 

to evolving as an adult  

has been the significant result   

I’ve learnt a lot  

about relationships 

about heartbreaks  

and things in between our friendship 

Which comes with three-year, non-renewable membership  

 

I'd say it’s like a kaleidoscope  

full of colourful beads within 

that make each other laugh 

but be there when one feels lost,  

to overcome difficult situations   

try to stick together through transitions 

before I take the road to my old location 

but I can't wrap my head around  

the current dire situation 

that made us lose each other’s affection 

Its differences in our vision  

or maybe an optical illusion  

with both of us viewing the kaleidoscope at different angles  

But within the same triangle   

 

Both of feel there is no solution 

as we choose to see things without further corrections  

but what hurts the most is  

our bond dissolved way too soon 

A friendship that lasted years,  

I wish you had given it a few more months, till I disappeared 

now I think about you, and all I get is tears  
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Three mirrors beautifully placed 

at a distance of sixty degrees  

But once beads of this kaleidoscope are spaced 

It never produces the same pattern again 

with things moving at this pace  

I hope you and I realise  

And it's not about who's right 

having each other beside 

is more than this fight 

The mirrors, played with our vision  

Instead, cherishing the time we had left together in this last phase 

Should've been our only mission 

I’ve decided to take some space in this case  

But know that you will always be like those special beads 

The one right now I find difficult to read 

That I know I can never replace, 

and I fear where this would lead: 

Inevitable metamorphosis  

slowly paralysing the genesis  

of our innocent friendship 
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In Brompton Cemetery 
By Alan G. Li 

 

 

By soft stone he stood, 

In angel’s ditch 

Deep in honeyed wood. 

 

Eyes down, brows bent— 

Curse that bitch 

He speaks, heart spent. 

 

Deep in honeyed wood, 

There she died 

Love’s dark and tender hood. 

 

He speaks, heart spent— 

Here I hied 

To you my life I lent. 

 

Love’s dark and tender hood, 

O’er eyes a mask 

O, to hell you should! 

 

To you my life I lent, 

Your cheap cask 

To jail for life I went. 

 

O, to hell you should, 

Yet I must fear 

How the breeze is good! 

 

To jail for life I went,  

But I’ll be freer 

Fiery sleep – smell its scent. 
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How the breeze is good—

  Eyes down, brows bent 
Gun he lifts, swift’st could.

A shot through the jaw he sent,

By soft stone he stood

Blood with yellow autumn blent.  
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Segments of an orange 
By Zohar Mendzelevski-Steinberg 

 

for S. 
 

I 

I drink you in like clear water 

skin soft as mine 

your body long and warm. 

 

Afterwards, I walk back down 

the long grey road to the station 

thinking about your red dress. 

 

II 

I ask about your constellation 

you show me one star 

and a swirling cloud of gas and dust 

spiralling in towards the centre. 

 

You point up, tell me I'm that nebula; 

my stardust heart melts 

 

III 

I tell you it feels like paintball guns  

going off in my chest 

paint fired at a window 

intense, aching 

and when everything is quiet 

a transparent surface 

blooming with colours. 

 

You tell me your heart feels like a soup pan 

every time you ladle out five bowls there is  

somehow still more feeling left. 
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This is the silliest and sweetest way  

someone has ever avoided saying the words 

'I love you' to me 

because it is still too soon to say them 

and in the warmth of your bed 

we both already know. 

IV 

I wanted to give you some  

achingly sweet simple love poem 

but I couldn't find one 

in my book of homosexual verse, so instead 

here are constellations, paintball guns, and soup pans 

pieces of poems I wrote for you 

like segments of an orange; 

I hope someday to have an orange grove. 
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give us a clu(peidae) feed me red herrings 
By Olivia Robbins 

 

 

letting it (inside me   

all) hand out (of g)love 

                                    

the adrenaline rush 

felt like resuscitation                                                     

  

its lips pressing 

up against mine 
                                                       

                             (up against the glass the fish unhinges its jaw in constrict 
and release motion ) 
                                                                           

i   construct 

 

 pulsated                   the 

                   in                         aftershock 

  

 

thighs the mouth 

of a shy herring 

 

 

 

red, saline                                                          
wondering whether it is my most 

salient  

   saline                                                      
 

 (If a fish could talk, it couldn’t after being caught. A hook impales the mouth. I 

don’t talk much when we ) 
 
 

LOOK it’s because I am 
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coy / mouth of / gaping 

i simulated                             
 

 (Don’t you think it’s funny how fish always look like they are gasping for air? 

Don’t you think it’s funny?) 
 

u could have seen 

my tongue all 

                                    limp 

false sal(i)vation 

glistening on               lips 

  

simulating 

as it would swim  
                                   (I once google whether a fish can swim in milk / I wonder 

whether a fish can see the water it swims through) 
 

  

in the obscure 

mouth / open 

  

filled with all the things I was too scared to say 

thought this orifice would be a floodgate 

for all the things which I could not articulate 

for all the things I held tightened in the fist 

that clenched the sheets as if that would 

stop me from drowning 

                                                                (as if a fish could drown in water anyway) 
 

                                                       

i think my skin became scales 

cheeks used to 

  

the harsh smack of brine 

under salllowed out grey 

 

bloodless     

                                           in-lust 

one hand on stomach  
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the other wielding a blade  

gut me upon countertop 

hooked  / or in semblance of   

all this talk of fish  

maybe it’s just 

a red herring – 

or  

some other literary device 

metaphoric maybe because 

women can’t be fish can they - 

or  

the opposite of  

personification 

making a person into something less human 

more  cold blooded  

more     difficult to grasp in the hands because it’s so slippy 

fish are slippy 

i guess metaphors can be too 

 

 

                                    

and there I was floating on the surface again 

face down in the sheets as they undulated 

  

  

you all out of (g)love 

me all out of hand 

 

 

because that’s what i thought it was you see 

  

  

 

exposure 
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Refraction 
By Gaia Stanzani 

- a pulse - throbs; stutters of crimson vitality echo, as a golden

infant giggles, curling against a violet chest - white abandon-  

locks turn amber like leafs; a rosy kiss, the nip of salt is sweetened

by nimble fingers - ripe plums that have experienced the frost of

harvest -

immaculate naivety

-a greasy tick- crimson beats turn weary; coiled wires snarl - opaque

ebony.

Muscles contract. Fingers claw at velvet cloth. A nail scratches

nostrils that repudiate incense.

A grim immensity.

The clearing - ebony is transfused into deep, boundless Indigo -  

a steady regeneration - infused by comforting warmth, transient 

crimson is ushered into fluid timelessness; light drifts like sails, 

tracing circular motions of wisdom, cradled by violet winds and 

plum tides  

the painless refraction of light  
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Untitled 
By Jacky Tan 

 

Is gray a plethora or a paucity of colors? 

Consult you may all the scientific tomes in the world, 

Considered it will be as a color without color adorned. 

A very real fakeness, 

Running contrary to our daily experiences. 

 

A sagacious soul shall never be forgetful  

That to-read-and-not-to-feel is always frightful 

As such what is it like? 

 

It's like the world wrapped up in my pupils, dilated, 

when the words that from these lips blurted 

knocked out of the firmament 

its azure, 

as my brain 

my heart's naivety bemoaning 

protested in censure. 

Like the days through which I stroll down the streets 

on my own, 

aching for a love  

whose touch that to me is never known. 

Reason alone shall never report, 

the loss I feel for the rapport, 

that is beyond these simple pleasure can support. 

Very gray, with hope cut to an abrupt stop. 

 

Like the marble standing  

against the sky in the corner of some street 

sprouting through the cracks of the pavement 

casting a shadow, silent  

and very much still 

through the chill  

of the December London scene; 

weathering  
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the unforgiving rain, eerie sunshine, 

and the great scurry of men  

in the almost invariant routine 

of pursuing empty aspirations. 

Very gray, with the carefreeness from its seasoned status. 
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Winchester Cathedral 
By Catherine Yuefang Tang 

Winters used to converge behind us. 

The path along which our childhood was buried 

Would hide itself carefully under  

The path leading to that deathbed kiss. 

You asked me if I knew where you hid your bridal dress 

I kept thinking of your chignon on that very day. 

Your husband thanked me over and over again 

 for all the hairstyles I had designed 

 all the dresses I had tailored 

 all the garlands I had made 

 for you 

 at the wedding and 

 throughout this lifetime. 

After 60 Christmases, 

You still told your husband that 

you chose a bouquet of Winchester Cathedral 
because mornings looked the dewiest on them. 

No one else saw that sketch of white roses I did for you 

Then we’d wink at each other. 

We burnt it, together with all the other portraits of yours 

We burnt it with sunset. 

From then on I braided my hair. 

I still keep your heather fresh, 

your favourite garden bench regularly painted, 

     your robin’s grave untouched. 

But now your whispers are melting. 

And snow hardly covers my footprints. 

The trees under which we once recited Keats 

Now stretch their baldness into the last shades of my evening. 
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prose says to me, 
let’s build something 
long and lasting
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The Astronaut 
By Ella Fidler 

See this moon, this pearl, this milky orb. It orbits the earth, 
holding fast to an invisible string of gravity, swinging itself 
outwards and around, like a doting child holding fast to his 
mother’s hand, taking pleasure in the safety of their bond. He is 
splotched with grey, freckled, and hides behind his mother’s skirts 
when you look at him for too long. 

See this earth, the mother. She is blue, of course. But never 
could you imagine each hue that she shows on her skin; not even all 
the billions of people she contains, all the languages they hold 
between them, have enough words to describe the infinity of 
variation in her seas. But perhaps we can try. This blue is Tuesday. 
That one is the unique quiet of morning. This blue here is the 
precise feeling of rubbing beach pebbles over one another in your 
hand as you stand on the cold shore. Here is another one, the blue 
only found when the slow tears you hadn’t realised you needed to 
cry first touch your lips. They taste of salt, and the taste makes you 
think of tomorrow and how it cannot help but be different, and it 
makes you smile a little. 

This earth, she is green too, and brown, maybe orange here and 
there to show the burnt sands of her deserts. Her atmosphere is 
wrapped in gossamer clouds, through which her soft immeasurable 
eyes blink into the warm, protecting light of the sun. She orbits that 
sun in small careful circles, each a year in circumference. And all 
the while she smiles lovingly into that light. 

See this sun, this strange majestic beast. Gradual waves of 
bright fire ripple over its surface, now steady as heartbeats, now 
irregular as blinks. They flicker out and over one another, painting 
each other in waves, in different hues of amber, gold, bronze, 
crimson, garnet… and so the flickers change and morph and dance 
until you realise once again that you’ve run out of words to describe 
them. But of course, you don’t need such words. It’s the sun. You 
remember it well. Those summer days when it would draw the 
moisture up and out of the earth to fill the air, the taste of the thick 
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humidity you could almost swim through. That sun tasted like 
lemon squash and chlorine. 

Or perhaps you remember that autumn sun, that artist that 
liked to paint all the trees and all the pavements in its own image, 
the collage of fallen leaves, bright as fire. That sun sounded like the 
satisfying crunch beneath your shoes, it smelt like bonfires and 
firework residue. What about that reserved sun that would sit 
humbly back come winter, hands clasped patiently in its lap, white 
against an icy sky, until spring came. That sun would come nearer 
to blow on the grass and everything would taste sweet as the world 
started to grow again? Here is that sun, up close. 

And here see me, circling it all, the curious explorer, a brief 
glimpse of something alien in the vast outdoors of the universe, a 
silver suit to keep the oxygen in. Maybe if you squint, the suit will 
glint, and you might just mistake me for another of the stars. 
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The Pool 
A Dimsthorpians story 

By Alan G. Li 

Loudly on lapping azure waves play large women. Splosh. 
Splosh. Splosh. Always here today, Tuesday, two of them, at the 
shallow end. Jumping, bouncing, slow-motion, like on the moon, 
that lustrous orb, like astronauts. In pools they train? Yes, I think – 
seems greenish now. The waves, the light, the colour always 
shifting and reflecting and refracting, now cerulean, and (I think) 
diffracting and diffusing. Splosh. Splosh. Splosh. Funny how they 
try to keep their hair dry. In soft strands does it float and quiver, in 
the air and above the sea, quivering. She should be coming soon. 
Should try to read. Nearly done with it by now. Just finished that 
heist scene. Police will probably get them again. Or maybe not. Bet 
we find out in the sequel. Splosh. Splosh. Splosh. Hehe the one on 
the left got splashed. Almost sapphire.  

—Oi! I’m gonna throw you to yon side if you do that again! 
Is she coming today? She should. Or maybe her dad was busy. 

Or. Should try to read. Who was the one that got injured from the 
glass? Johnny. Splosh. No, Johnny did the plans. Sammy. Splosh. 
Bleeding quite hard, wonder if he makes it. For his girl. His 
diamond, his gleaming gem, always there, always burning, burning 
hard. Turquoise shimmering now. She usually comes on Tuesdays. 
Splosh. Read. Open the book. Read. Splosh. Splosh. Splosh.  

BumpswooshOpen. Who. Her! Reading, must be reading. 

*** 
Coming from the main entrance immediately behind the front 

desk, Tess Teesborough and her father walked towards Nick Grisby, 
‘Pool Manager and Lifeguard’ of Dimsthorpe community pool: three 
lanes and fifteen metres of bluish water over a pleasant mosaic, 
smoothly-sloped, of tiles tinted blue. Mr Teesborough was the 
widest man in Dimsthorpe. He steamed through town on thighs 
that could have been snatched from the butcher’s gallery of meaty 
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corpulence displayed in crimson-windowed glory; water condensed 
regularly on his forehead, correlating admirably with walking 
speed, and ship-like he travelled to the pool on Tuesdays, steaming 
sweat and steaming along. For eight years now, from Tess’s sixth 
birthday, he had been bringing Tess to the pool. She had grown 
considerably in the past year. Nick was unsure when exactly the 
agony began, but it certainly was undeniable now. Her presence 
demanded heightened senses, damp armpits, blood hot and thick, 
pulsing warmth tightening the body, and yet! – perfect calmness. 
They exchanged salutations just before the Teesboroughs parted 
ways to the changing rooms on either side of the pool. 

—Ello, Grisby, said Mr Teesborough. 
—Ello, Mr Teesborough, said Nick.  
—Ello, Nick! said Tess.  
—Ello, Tess! said Nick, reddening.  
It was wrong, all wrong, Nick knew. Still, Tess was the 

sparkling nymph of Dimsthorpe Tuesdays whether he was there or 
not; with silky rays she would brighten dreary afternoons, and with 
a glowing innocence she would light the humid chlorinated air until 
it tingled with a blue passion as maddening as it was 
unsupportable. 

*** 
She slips in. Dappled teal water embraces her, a delicate film 

she weaves and tosses. Splish. Splash. Splish. Splash. Smooth are 
her arms, slipping through serpentine-hued crests and troughs, long 
and beautiful, as are her legs, supple yet firm, milk-like. O, and the 
elbow! – stop. He knows I’m looking. Read. Splish. Splash. Splish. 
Splash. Sammy fainted. Definitely won’t die though – for his 
flaming gem. Tess really is so – stop. Mr Teesborough is massive. 
Quite a contrast. Funny how genes don’t fit sometimes. Jeans. 
Hehe. He’s ugly too. Would be unfair if Tess had that nose. Scarred 
for life. Surely I could find someone if even he – Splish. Splash. 
Splish. Splash. Flip. Splosh. Maybe if I asked her…no. Stop. Read.  

*
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Am I a paedo? 
No! Can’t be! Go to church every Sunday. How can I! Didn’t 

read the Bible enough. How can I! Instinctively it doesn’t even. Sky-
blue, airy, like tumbling feathers the water caresses her curves. 
Splish. Splash. Splish Splash. Of course I don’t like her in that 
weird way. Just – friends. Why must we love good-looking people? If 
only friends were beautiful. And lovers intelligent. Splish. Splash. 
Splish. Splash. There was that teacher back at school. Kicked out 
after they found out he was doing it with one of us. I’m not like him. 
Not at all. How can I! Then the girl that got pregnant. Left school 
afterwards. Wonder if the guy ran? Probably same age difference 
between me and Tess as that runner and his kid. Disgusting. I 
would never. How can I! Thinking too much. Read. Splish. Splash. 
Splish. Splash. Flip. Splosh. Police caught up. Gun fight. Too much 
blood for me. Splish. Splash. Splish. Splash. Against the liquid cloak 
of baby blue she rubs her body, slick, quickly swimming. O, but 
what if I did? 

Sugarless sugar daddy. Lie in the fields in the summer, 
whispering. Night out in Hull now and then. I pay of course. Ask 
about her dreams. Take her to her dreams. But how? Lottery. Win 
the lottery, move to London. Mum and Dad too of course. O, with 
money what I could do! Live across from Big Ben in a warm flat on 
the river. The Thames. Eat real Italian with tomatoes bursting red. 
On a moon of a plate with a drop of food in the middle. Some huge 
leaf on the side. Some drizzle too. Hehe. Eat ten of those until you’re 
broke and still not enough. Then the wedding. The wedding! Right 
in front of Buckingham Palace. In white and flowing specks of 
flower-embroidered joy-tinted fabric she’ll be standing there. Her 
perfect arms, perfect veil veiling a perfect face.  

Splish. Splash. Splish. Splash. Read. 

* 
Sammy died! But his diamond! His sturdy flame! O well. Can’t 

be helped. Sequel should be interesting. Maybe I should really try? 
In four years, say. Get started now. Be friendly. Ask about school. 
But money. Always money. Damn money! More than anyone else in 
the world we deserve money. Tess especially. So beautiful. Splish. 
Splash. Splish. Splash. Flip. Splosh. She leaves in her electric-blue 
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wake a lingering current of beauty swirling into giddy mist. She is 
pure, must be. She deserves above all, but I do too. Lived in cold 
house my whole life. Toilet works half of the time. Food always 
frozen, always too watery or too dry. Splish. Splash. Splish. Splash. 
Worked here for eight years already. Absolute minimum wage. 
Dimsthorpe council’s better than the factory bosses at least. School 
so far away too, never felt like going. If anyone in the world 
deserves to be unemployed it’s me. Worked so hard already. Funny 
how rich people are always trying to avoid unemployment. They can 
afford it. Splish. Splash. Splish. Splash.  

* 
Quiet now. In the changing rooms probably. Didn’t even see 

them get out. Placidly the wet emerald surface throws out fantastic 
distortions of bluish night from the patterned tiles within. No one 
else here anymore. Large ladies left a few minutes ago. Quiet now. 
Probably won’t get any break from this. Probably won’t marry 
either. Probably won’t be successful. Probably – Quiet, quiet now. 

There they are! Like always, coming out at exactly the same 
time. Never know how they manage. Love seeing them together: 
young and old, thin and fat. Purest love possible. Since her first cry 
to now. If I were a father? Probably. No. 

—Ta-ra, Grisby. 
—Ta-ra, Mr Teesborough. 
—Ta-ra, Nick!  
—Ta-ra, Tess! 
Reddening.  

*** 
With confused conviction and an uneasy sense of longing Nick 

walked west from Hull Old Town, passing the lapping evening 
waves of the Marina, where bobbing masts swayed like bare forests 
in barren winter. Marina lamps glowed lazily, casting a cold 
twilight-like smear upon the water. Like lax gatekeepers the lamps 
marked the frontier of benevolent light without the slightest 
warning of the sinful hell ahead, on Hessle Road, past the flyover, 
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where a monstrous reddish hue lurked in the minds of men, despite 
the bright lights, simply because it was that sort of district, that hot 
quarter. In Hull the night-work there may still be called 
clandestine, for it is a workplace and not an attraction. The shop 
fronts are inconsistent, forever shifting from under the 
imperceptible blackness of trees or side-streets, but one always 
knows where they are. There is no excitement from the furtive 
glances, no charms from an age long past, for that age has never 
left, and it is business that rules, transactions that take place. 

—Business? asked a woman, as Nick passed the shuttered 
church. She followed him earnestly for a few moments, searching, 
then stopped as she saw his hesitation. She was pretty enough, but 
Nick wished to walk to the end, for it was his first time.  

About halfway through the road, in front of a dirty furniture 
shop and under a bony tree, was a girl dressed with a scantiness 
that recalled humbling innocence. Nick noted her top, of a dark 
cobalt blue, then snapped in shock and pity. It was Tess.  

—Tess! cried Nick as he rushed towards her. She only half-
heard her name. 

—Business, sir? implored Tess eagerly. She looked at Nick, 
and flushed with shame as she smiled weakly.  

—No, it’s me, Nick, from the pool! he said. Ello! he added, with 
a wave and an awkward grin. 

—Nick! It’s good to see you...began Tess. Then, with a forced 
chattiness, she continued: 

—How you doing then, Nick? Come down to Ull then? Pool’s 
doing all right? It’s been so long! 

Nick explained quickly and plainly that he was working at a 
distribution centre. The pool had closed from lack of funding. She 
must be nineteen by now? Or was it twenty? Anyway, he had 
missed seeing her and her father every Tuesday: 

—I remember at the beginning you was so small, and he took 
you there. “To teach you!” he told me. I didn’t believe him, of course. 
Not cause he was…you know, but anyway. And then how you two 
came out at the exact same time, always. Never knew how you did 
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that. Always thought it was some sort of magic, or something. 
Cause what you two had…it was special. You must miss him now, I 
suppose. 

They stared at each other in brief silence. Nick had not 
intended melancholy, yet he saw traces of it in Tess. How far from 
that world they were now! Yet they must be hopeful.  

—Sorry, Tess, I didn’t mean to remind you. It’s just that…you 
know, I mean, I know you’re in a bad place right now, and I 
probably can’t help you very much, but I just know that someday 
you’ll be able to get out of this. I just know it. If there’s anything I 
can do – anything, Tess. For you, for your mum and dad. Let me 
know. Just let me know, Tess. 

Tess said nothing. Her pretty face was painfully contorted 
within, but it had been painted over and left to dry until it was 
hard, cold, and brutal. Then she cracked, and the tears streamed 
out, fast trickles, while she hunched over, distorted, curved in all 
the wrong places, with her silky arms crossed vulnerably over her 
breasts, her milky white legs bending, breaking at the joints. Nick 
stepped forward, but she pushed him away. He placed his hands in 
his pockets.  

—So… you’re so… sobbed Tess, naïve… wrong… so… you’re 
so stupid, Nick.  

Nick looked glumly down at her high leather boots, which 
convulsed slightly from the shaking bare legs within. 

She stopped suddenly with a great sigh. She wiped away the 
grimy wetness of her face and looked at him. 

—I’m sorry Nick. I couldn’t expect you to know, she trembled. 
He’s the only reason why… you know. He makes me… – sniff – he 
makes me… or else he…  

No. She could not say it.  
—I’m sorry Nick. I really am. Ta-ra, Nick. 
Tess turned and strutted away, and sniffed, the last Nick 

heard. 

*** 
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Manual for Handling Blue-eyed Girls 
By Catherine Yuefang Tang 

        Rule No.1: Don’t mention any absurd website description of 
character traits related to blue eyes – charismatic, strong, cautious, 
elegant – they’re  true, you know they are, but she will find you a 
creepy, dull imbecile, easily tricked by the Barnum effect. 
        Rule No.2: Don’t stare at her long braids during the Chemistry 
lab session. She will feel it. Even if you sit two rows behind her, she 
will feel it, and give you an intimidating look. You don’t want to see 
that look coming from her beautiful eyes. Don’t pretend that you are 
“only curious about the barrette”. Don’t start talking about its daisy 
patterns, praising the flower as a symbol of innocence, and 
especially don’t go into poetry. Don’t recite “Daisies, ye flowers of 
lowly birth/Embroiderers of the carpet earth” because she doesn’t 
like poems, and everyone will laugh at you. 
        Rule No.3: Don’t try to enthuse her with literature. Don’t ask 
her if she wants a sestina on her birthday, or emphasise that you 
can write in other forms, too, whichever pleases her the most. Don’t 
make Victorian jokes, or puns that make fun of Shakespeare. Like 
the one about the Halloween costume on a tight budget: make a 
paper spear and keep shaking that spear wherever you go. It’s a 
lame one anyway. She doesn’t need to tell you that. 
        Rule No.4: Don’t talk to her endlessly about Lyon. Her 
hometown is beautiful, but Google has the answer to most of your 
questions. The detailed ones about Interpol are even more 
meaningless, because she won’t know. Don’t tell her you wanted to 
be a detective inspector before you made up your mind to work in 
the British Library. She will look down on you for both ambitions. 
Then, the whole school will know about your dreams the next day 
and a group of boys will approach you when you have six volumes of 
literary criticism in your arms. They will push you down in the 
corridor, and ask you to deduce which of them is the culprit. 
        Rule No.5: Don’t try to ask about her Christmas holiday. She 
will describe in vivid detail the little lights of eight different colours, 
gifts wrapped in paper of twelve shades of red, and the kaleidoscope 
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her aunt brings from London - from somewhere called Neal’s Yard 
where a rainbow is supposedly forever on the walls. These colours 
will all hurt you. Of course, it isn’t her intention, but in case you 
have to cry in bed without being discovered by Mom - don’t ask 
about Christmas. 
        Rule No.6: Don’t try to make conversation merely because you 
feel like doing so. Apart from literature, Lyon and the Christmas 
holiday, you have a whole collection of awkward topics ranging from 
how to keep a hamster to the most recent fruit sale in Tesco. And 
you will always find them funny or beautiful without realising they 
either annoy her or get you in trouble. Please just look at her from 
the distance like you used to, and maybe occasionally eavesdrop on 
her conversations with Rachel, Erin or Patrick. Learn from her best 
friends. How do they smile? What tone do they use when speaking 
to her? Why does she like them, not you? Spend some time thinking 
about this. It should help. 
        Rule No.7: Do join the drama club. You don’t like the stage at 
all, but she does. If you want to see her more often, you should 
attend the rehearsals regularly. You will volunteer to write plays 
for them, and no matter how much people dislike or distrust you, 
they will know that you have the best penmanship in the whole 
school. She will never be interested in words, but at least she knows 
the lines she recites are from you. She will, with emotions that have 
nothing to do with you, recite the couplet you’ve written specifically 
for her role. It’s a couplet suggesting  she is dewier than a tear’s 
first briny fall on a rose bud. She probably won’t understand  it, but 
as a good actress, she will read it out as if she comprehends  the 
passion, the ephemera of joy, and the struggles behind the couplet. 
You will see her in a wide range of brilliant costumes but you will 
be most amazed by the sheath dress with circles and dots on it. She 
will have a hibiscus lapel pin to go with the dress. You might 
forever believe that this is the most colourful scene in your memory. 
        Rule No.8: Do accept Mr Dougherty’s generous offer of allowing 
you to mow his lawn every week. You will need to get up at six in 
the morning on Saturdays and not able to eat properly until nine. 
You will make up stories so that Mom believes you “actually go 
tutor some classmates in English”. Yes, the job will be humiliating 
because Mr Dougherty’s son, who is your deskmate Patrick, will 
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spread the word around school. People will start calling you a little 
maid. But with this money, in seven months, you’ll be able to afford 
the perfume with an orange blossom scent. You can wear it to school 
so that she who claims that orange blossoms smell like paradise  
might notice you, and talk to you more during recess. Maybe she 
will bake more cookies to take to school, so that they won’t always 
happen to run out when the basket comes to you. 
        Rule No.9: Do lend her your notes for English class because 
otherwise she cannot pass the exam. But photocopy them 
beforehand - you can beg Miss Pouscoulous and she will help. She’s 
the best librarian in the world, and you like each other. You always 
help her with reshelving, and she recommends the most fun books 
to you. She talks about literature, Lyon and Christmas with you 
when no one else wants to. You won’t tell her your feelings for the 
blue-eyed girl, of course, because she will worry about you. You just 
know she will. Especially if Miss Pouscoulous learns later that your 
notes are returned with coffee stains on one-third of the pages. She 
won’t think it’s unintentional. Then she will be alerted and talk to 
your English teacher, who will phone your mom. Then everything 
will start to get complicated. 
        Rule No.10: Do understand that she will never like you back. 
Probably because you are an annoying nerd, probably because you 
are too poor, probably because you are disabled. You won’t ask. But 
you know it cannot be because you are a girl, too. 
        Rule No.11: Do not, though, give up your definition of 
“blue”.The one great thing about this total colour blindness is that  
you can personalise colours and nobody seems to care. Remember 
the day when she transferred to your class and how people 
commented on her eyes, saying that there hadn’t been a purer blue. 
Remember how you later decided that “blue” would be distinct from 
“navy” or “sapphire” – it could only mean her eye colour. You even 
told Miss Pouscoulous and your mother, and they seemed to respect 
that definition. 
         Rule No.12: Do not, in addition, forget how she walked to you 
right after she introduced herself in front of the class, or how she 
asked about your name and uttered it in a tender way nobody had 
ever done before. “Valerie – it means courage I think – you are my 
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first friend now.” This was the warmest thing you’ve ever heard 
throughout middle school  – it did not matter too much how she 
changed her mind after you asked what her hair colour was.  
        Rule No.13: Do forget her name. If you try hard, you might. 
Celestine Chloe Chappelle. Well, maybe you haven’t tried hard 
enough yet. 
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Roast Duck and Rhododendrons 
By Catherine Yuefang Tang 

In China, the government builds communities for WWII 
veterans and those communities are somehow considered military 
units, each under the management and supervision of some officers 
and soldiers. Major Z was the welfare officer of my grandparents’ 
community when I lived there. He had a smile that resembled that 
of a Buddha statue – peaceful, and caring. But most of the kids 
remembered him for his large belly – we joked that he had eaten 
more than enough meals. 

Yolanda and I knew it wasn’t a joke. She was the daughter of a 
certain sergeant — one of the chauffeurs in our unit—and we were 
particularly close to Michael,Major Z’s son. After eating at Michael’s 
place a few times, Yolanda started to complain. 

“Did you see that? Michael can have roast duck any time he 
wants. And it’s not the roast duck from the farmer’s market my dad 
would buy during New Year. They get it from 5-star hotels, 
Catherine. Its skin has the colour of date palms — ‘Aerobic’ date 
palms. The shades of red my duck has are different — they remind 
me of my mom’s lipstick. Plus, there is fat in his duck but it’s not 
greasy. It doesn’t make you want to drink lots of water. Oh, and did 
you notice the scent—a bit like pear trees! That’s from the high-
quality wood the chefs use when roasting the duck.” Yolanda was 
mostly shouting at the goldfish showing off their ruby tails in the 
pond, though she was addressing me. We spent a lot of time by the 
pond because I liked goldfish; occasionally we could even see carps 
or hear frogs, though I wouldn’t want to hear them when playing 
chess with Grandpapa. The pond was also right below my block, 
and Grandmama spent so much time with her flowers on the 
balcony that she practically lived there! She could see me playing 
and she always waved. I loved waving back, or just looking at her 
tending rhododendrons and jasmines. 

“You mean ‘Arabic’ date palms,” I said. 
“Irrelevant!” Yolanda hated being corrected. Michael said it was 

because she was thirteen and I was nine; furthermore, my 
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Grandpapa was one of the most respected veterans, while Yolanda’s 
dad was the lowest in rank amongst all soldiers there. But why did 
either matter? I often corrected my Grandpapa’s spelling and he 
always happily accepted my “editorial opinion”,even though Mama 
later told me that he just wrote in a traditional way while I in a 
simplified version, which the government adopted later. And I 
thought Yolanda’s dad was respected: whenever he came to deliver 
bags of rice, boxes of fruit, or other things Major Z ordered for all 
veterans, my grandparents always asked after his family. They 
always made small talk – when Yolanda’s mom had some heart 
problems, my grandparents gave insightful advice. (Yes, after 
retiring, they still strove to keep their professional knowledge up to 
date.) Sometimes Yolanda’s dad refused to take a seat, and 
Grandpapa would also remain standing even if he suffered from 
backaches. 

“I did not know you were such a fan of roast duck.” I had 
difficulty understanding Yolanda’s fury, and was amazed at her 
sudden keenness. I never made an attempt to sniff the scent of pear 
trees on the duck. I was also insensible to the colour of the duck’s 
skin—red was a nice colour, be it lipstick red or date palm red.  
Grandmama’s rhododendrons were red. The paper lanterns she 
taught me to make were mostly red as well, as were the ribbon on 
her apron, and the bowl in which I always had shrimp-and-corn 
dumplings.  

“It’s not a matter of roast duck,” she said. “My mum says it’s not 
right. Michael’s family can’t afford to buy roast duck from 5-star 
hotels that often —not to mention he always has crabs right after 
autumn ‘equal nots’, as well as mussels, lobsters, scallops.Even the 
ice glitters like diamonds, and the foam containers are softer and 
smoother than what we use. And, at least twice this month, my dad 
caught Major Z carrying rosé bottles with silk ribbons on their slim 
necks .” 

Yolanda’s parents should apply to work with James Bond. They 
noticed so many details despite the distance between the blocks—I 
couldn’t imagine how Yolanda’s mom always knew what Major Z 
ate at home. She even knew that Mrs Z had some crystal swan 
necklaces. By the way, it was ‘equinox’ and I still wanted to correct 
Yolanda. 
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“You don’t get it—Michael’s dad is using your money!” Yolanda 
really roared this time. I was worried for the goldfish, because they 
should be taking a nap and this volume could wake everyone up. 
And what she said was not true. My grandparents never paid Major 
Z,at least not that I was aware of. He didn’t even come visit us—if 
we reported some maintenance issues or needed help carrying 
grocery upstairs he always sent soldiers like Yolanda’s dad, and I 
wasn’t sure how he could get money if he didn’t see my 
grandparents. Then Yolanda explained with her mother’s great 
talent in analysing complicated monetary things. I never got all the 
details and even now still feel astonished that Yolanda remembered 
everything – including her mom’s exact tone. In a nutshell: “Major Z 
told his superior officers that he spent 100 yuan on buying bananas 
for your grandfather, but he actually bought the ones that cost 20.” 

I said I liked the bananas he bought. And so did my 
grandparents and mom. And even when Dad came home from 
Austria he told Grandmama how tasty their bananas were. Despite 
his distrust of Chinese food quality, he spoke highly of whatever my 
grandparents offered at family reunion meals. It did not seem to 
matter how much the bananas cost. I never asked how much it cost 
Grandpapa when he cooked lunch and dinner, and whatever he 
cooked I ate till there was nothing left. 

“But Catherine, Michael is living a better life than you do.” 
Yolanda wasn’t giving up. “It’s a life his family does not deserve. 
The government hires him to make sure that all veterans are living 
a high quality life. Your grandparents should be the ones buying 
roast duck whenever you want it.” 

I finally heard something that I understood. “No, my 
grandparents cook me whatever I want to eat whenever I want to 
eat it. And I don’t think Michael lives a better life. His parents don’t 
grow flowers.” I pointed at my balcony. Grandmama wasn’t 
there,but I was not let down. There were lots of rhododendrons and 
we could see clearly how each petal glowed, reflecting the hues of 
twilight clouds. I believed that was the colour of paradise. Jasmines 
were too shy and hid behind their proud scarlet confidantes so we 
couldn’t really see them from the pond; but I knew their fragrance 
the way as I knew how Grandmama’s pillow, handkerchief and hair 
smelled. I never remembered finding flowers in Michael’s place, not 
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even bought ones or fake ones. Moreover, my Grandpapa would play 
chess, poker, mahjong and even snakes and ladders with me. He 
made up stories about field-marshals and the cats and dogs they 
adopted at home. I would push the plotlines to an even weirder 
extent where one field-marshal kept two dogs, two cats, a mouse 
and a hamster. (Somehow, instead of studying maps and the 
manoeuvres of the enemies, he had lots of time to tend injured 
animals.) Grandpapa would never laugh at my ridiculous plot 
twists. When I didn’t want to go to school, we took walks near the 
harbour and jumped onto ferries to markets I had never been to. 
Grandpapa would teach me how to distinguish different berries and 
potatoes, and we sometimes bought grasshoppers or dragonflies 
made of bamboo leaves from smiling vendors of his age. We read 
together, watched Disney together even if he really wanted news. 
And we took pictures of Grandmama’s rhododendrons every few 
months, put them neatly in an album and reviewed how they 
blossomed differently at the end of a year. I did not live a worse life 
than Michael, not by any means.  

“Flowers, you say?” Yolanda gazed at the goldfish with a look I 
was unable to define aged nine.  

“Flowers. And many more, of course,” I answered mechanically, 
not sure how Yolanda wanted to develop the conversation. Luckily, 
she seemed to give up and we started talking about cartoons and 
the cats behind the rocks near the goldfish pond for a while. That 
was her favourite spot, and not only when we played hide-and-seek. 
Yolanda could hide there for a whole day, counting the ants and 
looking at the moss and scaring the cats away. She did that 
whenever her parents quarrelled. Her mom would scream at her 
dad for not being able to earn a higher rank, she said. But a lower 
rank had advantages, too, I remember myself explaining to her: 
“For example, a field marshal might have the right to decide what 
he wants to feed his dogs, cats, mouse and hamster with, but he 
doesn’t always have the time to go buy the food. Then he needs a 
sergeant to go for him. Imagine being able to spend time in a 
supermarket so often! Trying to get everything on the shopping list 
is like a treasure hunt. You can explore all the different aisles and 
sections just for fun because whatever you want will be at the end of 
the maze, next to the exit.” 
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Yolanda knew the Oscar-winning pet stories Grandpapa and I 
co-directed, so she only rolled her eyes. “My mom isn’t expecting 
him to be a field marshal. She thinks a major will be enough.” 

Well, so it all went back to Michael’s dad. I had the feeling that 
if Yolanda’s parents had never known Major Z, they wouldn’t argue 
as much. Or if they had never been so observant or so good at 
calculating stuff. Or if they never liked roast duck. It was a pity not 
to like roast duck, but I hated seeing Yolanda hiding herself behind 
the rocks. I thought the goldfish pond was for happy memories only. 
Of course the idea of a shelter wasn’t too bad either, if Yolanda was 
running away from bad weather instead of fights.  

“Roast duck is bad for your health,” I said. 
“What? Why?” Yolanda was probably unready for a change of 

topic. All the cells in my brain were cooperating and functioning at 
a higher efficiency than ever. I was gathering bits of information, 
Grandmama said. My grandparents both enjoyed watching health 
lectures on TV after dinner—partly because they really liked to 
update their knowledge, and partly because all the veterans in our 
community consulted their opinion whenever they had minor 
struggles that weren’t worth a visit to the hospital. My lie was 
bubbling and it finally rushed out of me. 

“Because of the skin colour. It could be artificial. Right? It’s not 
okay to eat such colours.” 

“That’s exactly what I thought,” Yolanda shrugged, “and exactly 
why I complained to you how our duck always has the unnatural 
lipstick red colour.” 

“But Arabic date-palm red isn’t natural, either. It’s deeper, so 
it’s even worse.” 

“Really? I thought that was how a duck should be. My mom 
read that somewhere.” She raised her head. I was sweating, but I 
knew I was an expert in making up stories. If I could persuade 
Grandpapa that a field marshal had cats, dogs, a mouse and a 
hamster at home, I could persuade Yolanda that both kinds of red 
were harmful. And I did. My grandparents were famous as military 
surgeons and thus Yolanda trusted their granddaughter, too. We 
finally left the topic of Major Z behind us and formally moved on, 
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spending an afternoon running around the pond. There were lots of 
goldfish waggling their ruby tails – which turned out to be the 
warmest and calmest shade of red, at least sufficing that very 
afternoon. 
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The Last Five Years 
By Katy Winterburn 

My first memory of you is uninspiringly grey – think of Monday 
mornings in mid-November, the time of year that nobody really 
cares about. Swathes of grey that make me think of the gravelly 
ground beneath our feet, and that November chill which settled 
comfortably into my palms (I hardly ever took the initiative to buy 
gloves, and if I did, I lost them in quick succession). We were so 
young then. Hardly thirteen, slightly arrogant, mostly stupid. This 
grey memory involves nothing more than a cursory glance at you – 
inconsequential, really – and you must’ve looked up, must’ve seen 
me, because all I remember after that is a flash of embarrassment. 
Did he see? Followed by: Oh, what does it matter anyway? 

My second memory of you has an autumnal hue to it – the one 
we both love so much. I’m suddenly enveloped by these wonderful 
colours. Think trees with orange leaves, the last remnants of 
September (green - I always think of September as green, dark 
green). We spoke for the first time, but I only remember walking 
beside you, tipping my head back, always laughing. (Your sense of 
humour was one that was, at best, ridiculous. But I liked its 
clumsiness.)  

The rest I can hardly categorise. The years move along in a 
myriad of inconsistency and confusion. There are flecks of grey 
again from time to time; when we walked home in the rain, when I 
thought you loved someone else. Grey never means the same thing 
twice; none of the colours do. Red, with its multifaceted 
connotations, rears its head every now and again. I don’t care to 
discuss my adolescent jealousy in much detail, only that it was 
there, embarrassingly so. Somewhere in December, pastel colours 
emerged as I settled into a comfortable acknowledgement of my 
feelings for you. I did enjoy that part very much. It is so, so 
wonderful to be in love.  

It’s still a little hard to pinpoint the exact colour I’d give 
heartbreak. The obvious choice is blue – feeling blue, and all that – 
and yes, I think a few memories are coloured in blue. It’s borderline 
cliché to even consider giving heartbreak a bit of bleeding red, but 
there you have it, it’s there. The harshness of white is the worst of it 
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all, though. Technically, it’s a shade (my old art teacher is echoing 
this correction already). White has always meant such good things, 
but to me it’s claustrophobic. It’s a blank slate which should mean 
starting afresh, but conjures for me those listless, sweltering days of 
nothing. Sometimes, in that burning drought of July, I’d think back 
to March, when it truly began; the secret that let slip, that maybe 
(just maybe!) you loved me too, and I felt myself drowning again in 
old and faded feelings that felt so tired and frayed at the edges.  

 ‘All this over a boy?’ someone mocked. I felt affronted, mostly 
because it was true, because how could I have let you take the best 
of me? I smiled, then, and replied light-heartedly, and it felt like 
messy brush-strokes trying to compensate for a painting that was 
half-ruined anyway.  

I've gotten all dreary now, and I didn’t mean to be. Colours are 
good things, they are mostly happy things, and I can’t ignore how 
happy you made me feel, how good you are. Anyway, it’s not as 
though I always depend on colours to create something meaningful. 
Some memories play out of their own free will, devoid of rose-
coloured lenses, and I let them speak for themselves; cups of hot 
chocolate and ice-skating late into the evening, an art gallery, a 
Kaleidoscope of dark shapes and patterns, endearing nicknames 
straight out of a Fitzgerald novel, my precarious balance atop a 
chair and a furtive glance that made me notice your smile, bus rides 
home, the smell of rain as we walked side by side...laughing, always 
laughing. 
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Sweating Blood 
By Ruby Wroe 

        There are two young artists at art school. One is painting in 
red - a wooden background and an ooze of thick paint drooling 
vertically down the canvas. They are sitting quietly in their studio, 
one watching the other. A tutor of theirs comes in and regards the 
painting, fondly it seems. He asks the one painting if she knows 
about the famous man from Vienna who painted in red. Covered 
whole rooms in red, sites of carnage and body, unrest and anger, 
horrifically beautiful scenes. He is the father of red painting, all red 
painting from then on, reference him in some way, apparently. 
        The one painting says no, she does not know about the famous 
man who painted rooms in bodies and red. The other young artist 
looks at her friend’s paintings. She thinks about the artist who 
sweats blood, Ana Mendieta. Blood drips down her forehead, 
creeping onto the rest of her face. She films this process. The young 
artist thinks of the passage of blood in this film, how slowly it slips 
past her eye and towards her mouth. She thinks of the delicacy of 
this blood, and yet its strength, its force. It is so human, and yet 
spiritual. In her head she compares the man from Vienna’s red, the 
red her tutor described, the massacre he presents, to this other red, 
this silent red dripping down her face. She thinks about how history 
is formed, and why her friend’s painting has to reference the man 
who painted in bodies. 
        She thinks her friend’s painting looks more like the woman 
who sweats blood. The young artist is reminded of the day before, 
when she cut her finger. Trying to cut a photograph, the scalpel 
slipped, and caught her knuckle. In pain she withdrew her hand, 
and looked where it hurt. She was intrigued to see the broken skin 
so white, and slowly, a burst of red appearing, to mark the incision. 
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    Colourness in the showcase. Feeling surreal...the 

beamsand sparkles of the magic, a reflection of 
your childhood?
A flashback to her childhood?  

 

 
     As dim as the firmament. As bright as the roads.

 The Shard, a sword piercing through the 
monochrome and iridescence, just as this country’s 
destiny
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 How much have you seen through the history?
Precipitation on body, spectrums in lenses,

tracing back
to ancient glory...

 

 

 

 

 

  

 - All photographs by Jason

Captions by Joe
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“Let me,
 O let me bathe my soul in colours; 
let me swallow the sunset 
and drink the rainbow.” 
--Khalil Gibran




